2019 “R” BARBERA, Amador County
Over eighty-eight percent of the Barbera grown in the state of California is
grown in the heat of California’s San Joaquin Valley. There, Barbera is valued for its
ability to provide a youthful, zesty, succulence to red blends lacking in acidity.
Unfortunately, when grown in the deep fer%le soils of this region, Barbera o&en fails
to achieve its full poten%al. This is not the case when Barbera is grown in the Sierra
Foothills. Just 30-50 miles to the east and at eleva%ons between 1500’-2500’, Barbera
blossoms. At the base of the Sierra Nevada mountains, Barbera develops deep
colors and rich ﬂavors that enable Barbera to stand alone. Over the past three
decades, vintners have embraced mountain-grown Barbera, as the market demand
for the charm and quality of Barbera con%nues to grow.
The 2019 Amador Barbera has a ruby purple color of a moderate depth. The
aroma centers on raspberry, cherry and currant, along with a perfumed note of violets
and lavender. The aromas are framed with notes of vanilla, nutmeg, and
hazelnut. Barbera is known for its brightness due to a li2le extra acid in the grapes
similar to a Pippin or Granny Smith apple. This o&en makes for a zesty, tangy,
some%mes zippy ﬂavor. However, our 2019 Barbera has a savory succulence and a
rich viscosity not normally associated with Barbera. The red fruit ﬂavors are delivered
by a wine with a creamy, smooth, and round texture that transi%ons seamlessly to an
elegant ﬁnish with notes of mocha, caramel, and gently toasted oak.
This is an easy drinking red wine that pairs well with Mediterranean cuisine.
One of my favorite meals features Margie's braised lamb shanks accompanied by a
bo2le (or two) of "R" Barbera.

Varietal Composition: 100% Barbera
0.76 g/100ml Total Acid

14.8% Alc.
3.35 pH

Oak Regime: 48% American Oak 41% French Oak 11% Neutral Oak
Released: January, 2021
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